Accepted Insurances

As a rule of thumb for patients: even though we accept your insurance carrier (Ex: Cigna), we
may NOT accept your specific plan (Ex: Local Plus). It’s always best to contact your insurance
company to determine if your plan uses one of the networks that we are contracted with or
not. Our office is not able to provide you with this information.
* Tricare Prime members may require an approval from your military PCM or for your doctor at
Lone Star Pediatrics to be listed as your PCP, please call Tricare to confirm if this is necessary. *
* HMO patients: Dr. Smith or Dr. Reyes must be listed as your PCP with your plan. Claims will be
denied as “patient responsibility” if you neglect to update this information with them.
Accepted Insurances
1. Aetna Commercial
2. Aetna Texas Health EPO
3. Blue Cross Essentials/ Premier/ Blue Advantage HMO
4. Blue Cross PPO (incl. federal and out-of-state)
5. Cigna (not local plus)
6. Coventry Healthcare
7. First Health
8. Galaxy Health Network
9. HealthSmart EPO/PPO (including TSHB)
10. Humana Choice Care PPO
11. IMS PPO
12. SmartCare/Imagine Health PPO
13. Scott and White
14. Tricare (we are certified but still OON)
15. United Healthcare Commercial (not Charter)
16. Multiplan/PHCS
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There are many other insurances that we are not contracted with directly, however, they may
use one of the networks (above) that we do take. If this is the case, we will likely take your
policy. Again, you should call your insurance company to determine if this is the case for you.
Please keep in mind that we will need to obtain a copy of your insurance card at your child’s
first appointment each year; if you do not have your new year’s card available you may be
asked to pay cash and given a “billing summary” to submit for reimbursement, otherwise,
please schedule your appointments once you have received a copy of your new insurance
card.

